ABSTRACT The smartphones are becoming more popular these days because of having more technologies in a smaller and slim-sized device. The people can get Internet connectivity and some other facilities, such as communication and storing data, with these smaller devices. It is necessary for securing personal data on smartphone devices with authentication techniques. In recent years, most of the static authentication techniques, such as password, patterns, and fingerprint, were used for securing smartphones. Most of the studies are focusing on a new method called continuous authentication for improving the security of smartphones. The continuous authentication techniques differ from other static authentication techniques by authenticating the smartphone user periodically. It uses behavioral features of users for authenticating the user. Continuous authentication is easy for the user's brain, as a user need not to memorize anything. In this paper, a continuous authentication technique is designed with the Deep Auto Encoder and Softmax Regression techniques (DAE-SR). The DAE-SR achieved 0.950% and 0.970% of accuracy on predicting the users on different states (walking and sitting) of users.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the world has changed due to the commencement of a revolution in the field of technology. One of the most prominent inventions in technology is the smartphone device [1] . The smartphones offer more convenient services to peoples such as email, online shopping, social networking services, and so on, at the same time, they also reveal valuable personal information to potential attackers [2] . Hence, it is essential to explore a more dependable and secure mechanism for user authentication. The most common authentication system follows knowledge-based mechanisms using PIN codes, passwords and graphical pattern as an inputs [3] . Though, user use small passwords or easy passwords are simple to remember, which will increase the risk of information theft by any unauthorized users. Unfortunately, even if composite passwords are used, they can also be obtained by sending the position of screen taps based on sensors readings [4] , [5] .
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The authentication mechanisms widely use two different types of authentication methods, namely, passwords and PIN codes. Major problem in such authentication schemes are weak passwords that can be easily remembered by the people and it tends to decrease the security level [6] . Even the users used the difficult or large passwords which can also be identified with the help of accelerometer and gyroscope readings by detecting the location of screen taps. In the authentication of mobile users, some of the knowledge based techniques like PINs, patterns and passwords were used for authentication [7] , [8] . Such techniques are much weak for various attacks and security threats like smudge attacks, brute force attacks and shoulder surfing. Basically, the usage time periods of mobile devices are much shorter and its authentication frequency is much higher when compared with the desktop computers. So, these traditional authentications schemes cannot be kept secure and effective for longer duration on mobile devices because of its mobility and ubiquity [9] , [10] .
The biometric based authentication technique is an alternative for passcode based authentication approaches.
This technique uses the physiological or behavioral features of persons for the authentication [11] . The physiological based biometrics is the stable and unique physical features from human body include iris pattern, fingerprint, and facial features. Another one is the behavior based biometrics, it uses the behavior or habits of humans such as voice, keystroke, signature, and gait [12] , [13] . The biometricsbased authentication techniques are free from being stolen, carrying token and user memorization problem. So, it is considered as the highly secured authentication technique when compared with other authentication techniques. For effective biometrics based authentication techniques, the technique should be secure and usable. For increasing the security of these devices, the researchers gave more attention on developing biometric based intelligent authentication techniques in past few decades [14] . The authentication techniques which are based on the voice and iris biometrics are ranked higher on providing higher security and lower on usability [15] .
The authentication techniques based on keystroke dynamics got more attention in past years, but it can't work with the smartphones which have the virtual keyboard [16] . In touch screen mobile phones, harmonized user authentication based on thumb stroke dynamics has taken positive dimensions of various mobile authentication schemes. It has better usability and more security from attacks. This method has given both the entry point and continuous authentication mechanism [17] . This has some problem that can be solved by creating a continuous authentication based system with biometric features by considering the usability and security. This continuous authentication never depend on any direct interaction of the user, at the same time it is related to the user's habits, behavior and living environment. This method has the ability to maximize the system security by identifying the identity of users continuously instead of identifying only at the entry point [18] , [19] . In past years, various motion sensors were integrated with mobile devices including gyroscope, accelerometer and so on. During such case, in biometric authentication a new branch will be developed [20] . In most of the literature, such mechanisms are known as sensor based authentication and it works mainly based on the data acquired from the physical devices which are integrated with the body or the generated data during the interaction of machine and human.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 describes various related existing continuous authentication techniques, section 3 describes the proposed continuous authentication technique, section 4 describes the experimentation carried out with the presented approach, and finally the presented work is concluded in section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
Some of the recent works related to continuous smart phone authentication using Behavioral Biometrics are listed below:
Ehatisham-ul-Haq et al. [21] presented a method for authenticating the smartphone users with continuous authentication using passive mobile sensing with the base of activity pattern recognition. The researches make this method to focus on performing various actions with behavioral patterns of different users while they are using their smart mobile devices. In the validation of users, there are six different activities of users were utilized, which includes, Walking, Walking Upstairs, Walking Downstairs, Running, Standing and Sitting. Users can be better recognized on the basis of their walking pattern if the phone is kept in their pant pocket. Placing the phone at the upper hand position makes it tough to recognize users on the basis of the walking activity. The main aim of this system is to identify the variations present in the behavioral patterns of various users on similar activities. To achieve this, the researchers tried to learn the behavioral patterns of different users for all the activities with the trained system. Based on the certain activity performed by the users the smartphone users are identified and authenticated by the system.
Meng et al. [22] proposed an authentication system based on touch gesture and it is said to as TouchWB. It contains 21 different features for verifying the users based on the web browsing behavior of users on their smartphones. Here, the multi-touch based operations are considered as a feature and best example for multi-touch operation is zoom-in and zoom-out. To identify the variations among the touch gestures of different users, additionally the Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) were combined and utilized as a classifier. The results achieved on the experimentation of this system shown that, this system can reduce the touch behavioral deviation and the classifier outperformed than other touch based authentication with reduced error rate of 2.4%.
Kim et al. [23] presented an authentication method with the base of keystroke-dynamics and by utilizing the freely typed text by conducting the adaptive feature extraction and novelty detection. The difficulties rise during the extraction of features from the freely typed text, a user adaptive feature extraction and a novelty detection technique based method called keystroke dynamics-based authentication (KDA) were designed by the researchers. Every user has their own typing style and they can also make a keystroke features that are user dependent with the base of the typing speed of two sequential keys. To create a novelty score, the valid user's keystroke with some imposter data will be utilized and train the novelty detection algorithm. It identifies the user who is typing at current time is valid user or not. The researchers expected that this method can beats the performance in terms of accuracy with the user-adaptive feature set than other existing fixed feature sets based approaches. By using the keystroke data of all users, they trained the novelty detection algorithm and this can also be implement on other existing security system.
Lamiche et al. [24] proposed a method with the base of keystroke dynamics and gait patterns for continuous smartphone authentication. This system detect the gait patterns and keystroke dynamics with the accelerometer through the inputted text and walk without any continuous user intervention. The process of feature extraction has been carried out from both modalities. The multimodal biometrics profile were constructed with the feature level fusion method for every user. The dimension and the computational complexity of fused feature vector will be reduced with an algorithm called sequential floating forward selection. The efficiency of this method is estimated by the researchers by using various machine learning classifiers with 20 real multimodal dataset collected from various scenarios. Here, two types of attacks were selected for evaluating the security strength of the system namely, minimal-effort mimicking attack and zero-effort attack.
Li et al. [25] presented a method with Kernel Ridge Regression for a sensor based continuous authentication. Here, the data augmentation method of the rotation was exploited by the researchers and it is applied on the raw data they already gathered. This process generates more data and increases the strength of the system. The sensor based features were extracted by the sensor CA along with the augmented data from both domains (time and frequency) within the time window. At last, the classifier is trained with KRR-TRBF and the current user was authenticated.
III. PROPOSED CONTINUOUS AUTHENTICATION SCHEME
Nowadays, the security of smart phone device is upgraded through continuous authentication of mobile users. Apart from static authentication, the continuous authentication process give probable solution to earlier security challenges faced by mobile users. In continuous authentication tap and keystroke dynamics features are utilized for authenticating the users. The proposed continuous authentication includes several steps: data collection from mobile devices, data normalization, feature extraction, feature selection, and user identification. At the data collection phase, different behavioral data from various users will be collected through mobile device for authenticating the user.
The data normalization phase, normalize the collected data by using different normalization techniques include, MinMax and Z-score. The feature extraction phase is responsible for extracting various time domain features from normalized data. By using the Butterfly Optimization Algorithm (BOA) the extracted features will be optimized, and the optimal features are selected. Finally, with the selected features and by using the hybrid deep learning technique Deep Auto Encoder and Softmax Regression (DAE-SR) the user will be identified and labeled.
A. SMART PHONE DATA COLLECTION
The smart phone data is collected from http://www.cs.wm. edu/∼qyang/hmog.html. It includes data of a smart phone (Samsung Galaxy S4) used by 100 different users at different time (both male and female). Here, every user answered three different questions while walking and sitting both. It is carried out with total 24 sessions and first 12 were done in walking state and others in sitting state. Here, readings of different sensors such as magnetometer, accelerometer, gyroscope, activity readings, and various events like, touch, key press, pinch, scroll, and stroke were collected for every user. Different orientation of smart phone (portrait and landscape) were allowed during the process of data collection and for experimentation the portrait data is used because of lower user data with landscape mode.
B. DATA NORMALIZATION
In this work, there are 10 different set of data from 10 users in 12 different scenarios was collected for identifying the users. So, numerous amount of data will be kept on the dataset and it need to be normalize. For that, here the data is normalized with two normalization techniques [26] namely, Min-Max and Z-score normalization. These normalization
techniques will scale the features from a range of value to new range of value. If any data value looks constant after the normalization process then it will be removed because it never provide any result with the classifier and it also reduce the accuracy of system (Zero is considered here as an constant value). At the result of Min-Max, it provides scaled values of data with same relationship in the data but it is also providing more outliers and ambiguity in data values. Thus, to remove the unwanted outliers in data here another normalization process is carried out with Z-Score normalization technique.
2) NORMALIZATION WITH Z-SCORE
In this technique, the normalization is taken place based on the mean and standard deviation (SD) achieved for every data. The Z-Score normalization is carried out by,
where, µD and σ D represents the mean and SD of all data values in corresponding attribute, n is all number of data values. The mean and SD were estimated by, 
The outliers in the dataset will be removed with equation 2.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Once the collected mobile data is normalized, the features available on the normalized data will be extracted. There are various time domain features are extracted during this process and it includes, maximum amplitude, minimum amplitude, variance, mean, median, first difference in absolute value of mean, second difference in absolute value of mean, minimum latency, maximum latency, peak-to-peak signal value, peakto-peak time, peak-to-peak slope, skewness, kurtosis, and entropy. The time domain features can describes the accurate variation among the data from different users. The expression utilized for extracting features are described below: Maximum amplitude: It is one of the time domain signal based feature, provides the highest amplitude signal value on every set of data. It is given by,
where, D Att (n) represents all the data values in corresponding attribute.
Minimum amplitude: It provides the lowest amplitude signal value on every set of data and it is given by,
Here for estimating the maximum and minimum amplitude values, the event time among the sensors were utilized. Variance: It estimates the zero variance among the values and removes all zero values and it is given by,
Here, N represents the number of data values.
Mean: The mean value of data provides an average value among the data values and it is estimated with equation (3).
Median: The median describes the middle value of the dataset. Initially it rearranges the values in smaller to higher and find the middle value. The median value is estimated by,
First difference in absolute value of mean: The absolute value of mean describes the difference among the data values in corresponding attributes. Here, first and second difference was considered. The first difference of mean is estimated by,
Second difference in absolute value of mean: The second absolute value of mean is estimated by,
Minimum latency: The latency provides time interval among the inputs from user. Here, minimum and maximum latency were considered. The minimum latency is estimated by, n Amp min = n|D Att (n) = Amp min (11) Maximum latency: The maximum latency is estimated by, n Amp max = n|D Att (n) = Amp max (12) Peak-to-peak signal value: The peak-to-peak features represents the variance among the maximum positive and negative rate of amplitudes from different sensors. Here, three different peak-to-peak features were considered. The peakto-peak signal value is estimated by, PP sv = Amp max − Amp min (13) Peak-to-peak time: The peak-to-peak time is estimated by, PP t = n Amp max + n Amp min (14) Peak-to-peak slope: The peak-to-peak slope is estimated by,
Skewness: It estimate the symmetry among the data values of corresponding data attributes. It is given by,
Kurtosis: This feature describes that the data is either high or light tailed. High tailed data indicates the outliers and light tailed data indicates the lack of outliers. The kurtosis is estimated by,
Entropy: It partition the data based on its similarity and it is given as,
where p represents the probability of events.
D. FEATURE SELECTION
After the extraction of features from different user's data the feature selection process will be initiated. The feature selection is carried-out by using the Butterfly Optimization Algorithm (BOA) [27] . This optimization technique was developed based on the food foraging process of butterflies. Different from other metaheuristic optimization techniques, the BOA contains fragrance and it has its own unique scent and personal touch. It initially identifies or emits some fragrance and finds the best one globally or locally and updates it to population. Here, the set of extracted features should be in non-linear and it needs to covert it as linear for an effective feature selection. For converting the feature set into linear, the fisher score is estimated and rescaled.
The fisher score is determined by,
where, n D Att represents the number of data values in an attribute, f i represents the feature, µD f i represents the mean of feature, and µD
represents the mean of the feature in corresponding attribute.
The fisher score FS (f i ) will be rescale at the range [ε, 1, −ε] and the linear function LF (FS (f i )) is described by,
On equation 20, ε indicates the smaller positive value, 0 < ε < 0.1. After the conversion of non-linear feature set, the feature selection is carried out with BOA. It initially generates fragrance for every butterfly on the solution space. Before that it needs to estimate the fitness function for all the butterflies in the search space. It has been estimated with two goals, selecting minimal features and getting higher accuracy.
The fitness function can be estimated with,
where,
From equation 21, the α and β represents the quality and length of subset, the error rate of classifier is denoted as ER C , the total number of features available for corresponding user is represented as |N fs |, and the cardinality of selected feature set is described as |F fs |. The fragrance of butterfly will be generated by, Once the fragrance is generated, it start to find the butterfly with more fragrance to get the optimal solution. The search process is carried out with its two key steps, global search and local search.
The global search is given as,
On above equation, the solution vector of butterfly a i in current iteration it is represented as a it i , the best solution found in current iteration is described as g b , Fr i represents the fragrance of current butterfly, and rn represents the random number lies among [0, 1].
The local search is given as,
On above equation, the j th and k th butterflies in solution space is described as a it j and a it k . After completing the searching process the algorithm will provide the best solution found with better fitness. 
E. CLASSIFICATION OF USER
In this work, the identification of right mobile user is identified by using the DAE-SR. The deep auto encoder [28] is an unsupervised learning method and it reduces the dimension of the inputted data. It can reduce the classification time and improve the accuracy of authentication system. The classification of users is carried out with softmax regression technique. We have used softmax regression as this is a multiclass classifier.
1) DIMENSION REDUCTION WITH DEEP AUTO ENCODER
The set of features selected with BOA is used as the input for the deep auto encoder and it is given as,
The reduced dimension of input layer is given as the hidden layer h = h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n and it is done with feed forward activation function. It is expressed as,
where, W and B indicates the weight value and bias unit.
2) RECOGNIZING THE USER WITH SOFTMAX
The hidden units obtained from the training of auto encoder can be utilized and inputted to the softmax to classify the user. That means it uses the last encoded feature data. The softmax classifier model training needs input data (data from hidden unit) x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n and the labels of class cl = cl 1 , cl 2 , . . . , cl n . The training process is initiated by estimating the probability of input data P(cl = j|x) and j = 1, 2, . . . , m. Based on the different possible value of m the probability will be estimated.
The hypothesis function is formed by, where, the θ represents the parameters of softmax model, and the normalization of distribution is given as an expression . The input data from the user will be identified with the obtained hypothesis function.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATASET RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section the performance of proposed continuous authentication technique is evaluated. The proposed DAE-SR model is implemented in Python platform and the obtained results are compared with two other classifier KNN and SVM.
Here, the data of 10 different users were utilized during the evaluation with 12 sessions. There, 8 sessions are used for training the classifier (4 on sitting state and 4 on walking state) and other 4 sessions were used for testing the classifier (2 on sitting state and 2 on walking state). More details about dataset can be seen on the link http://www.cs.wm.edu/∼ qyang/hmog.html.
A. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance obtained for different classifiers in both state is described on below tables.
From table 1 and 2, the performance of different classifiers on continuous authentication is compared in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure, error rate, and equal error rate. The performance with walking state is slight lower when comparing it with the performance obtained on sitting state. It is because of the varied timing of different events data collected on walking state. In walking state most of the users are pressing the keys with more differed or on a same timings.
The performance of various classifiers on recognizing the users are evaluated with several metrics and it is given below: 
1) ACCURACY
The accuracy of continuous authentication technique with different classifiers is estimated with,
The above figure describing the accuracy of different classifiers. It clearly shows that the proposed DAE-SR technique earned better results than the SVM and KNN. The DAE-SR got up to 0.950 % and 0.970 % on walking and sitting state.
2) PRECISION
The precision of continuous authentication technique with different classifiers is estimated with, The above figure describes the comparison of recall on different classifiers. On recall rate, the DAE-SR got 0.918% and 0.959 %, it is better than the other two classifiers. The recall rate of KNN and SVM is 0.897 %, 0.926 % and 0.902 %, 0.942 % at sitting and walking state.
4) F-MEASURE
The f-measure rate on continuous authentication technique with different classifiers is estimated with,
Pre.Re_c Pre + Re_c (31) Above figure describes the comparison on different classifiers with their f-measure rate. While comparing the f-measure rate of different classifiers, it shown that the results of DAE-SR beaten the performance of KNN and SVM. The f-measure rate of DAR-SR is 0.900 % and 0.968 % on sitting and walking state.
5) ERROR RATE
The error rate on continuous authentication technique with different classifiers is estimated with, The comparison of error rate on both state is described in above figure and it shows the proposed DAE-SR achieved much lower error rate on both state than other classifiers. The proposed technique got the lowest error rate of 0.050 % and 0.032 % on walking and sitting state. 
6) EQUAL ERROR RATE
The equal error rate (EER) of authentication technique is determined based on the false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR). It is given by, FAR = f p f p + t n (33) FRR = f n f n + t p (34)
The equal error rate on different classifiers is described in above figure. Here, the proposed authentication method achieved a lowest equal error rate of 0.050% at walking and 0.030% standing state. Other compared classifiers got higher equal error rate than the DAE-SR. The obtained ERR values of KNN and SVM at both states are given in table 1 and 2. The comparison of results from different classifiers shown that the proposed DAE-SR classifier is better than the other neural network based classifiers such as, KNN and SVM. The error rate of KNN is much higher than the DAE-SR and SVM. It reduces the accuracy of KNN based continuous authentication system. On DAE-SR, it reduces the error rate by predicting the right users and earned higher accuracy while classifying the users.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, an intelligent continuous authentication technique is presented for authenticating the smart phone users. This continuous authentication technique will authenticate the user periodically with theirs behavioral features. It provide more security for smart phones than other one time based authentication techniques like pattern, password, PIN, face recognition, finger print and so on. The technique proposed in this work uses various features from mobile devices and it is extracted from collected data from the different sensors embed on mobiles and other events such as, touch, key press, pinch, scroll, and stroke. Based on these data the behavior of every user will be identified by the authentication system. Moreover, the best features from the extracted features were selected by using the BOA. The best features selected with the BOA will be utilized for classifying the user. The authorized user of smart phone is identified and classified with the DAE-SR technique. The results of DAE-SR are compared with other deep learning based classifiers such as KNN and SVM. The result shows that the present technique is better than the KNN and SVM. The DAE-SR got maximum accuracy of 0.950 % and 0.970 % on walking and sitting state.
